
Best Vanilla Vapes

There are two kinds of people in the world: those that love the rich, full-bodied taste of vanilla
and those that opt for more exotic flavors. The common consensus appears to be that those
that choose vanilla vapes or ice creams are boring. But there's something about being able to
enjoy the simple things in life. There's research that suggests vanilla-lovers are more content
and confident in their choices in life – people who choose vanilla know what they want.

When it comes to the best vanilla vape out there, the options are just too varied to pick just one.
So we searched around online to find the white cream of the crop.

Amy E-juice by Silverback Juice

Amy E-juice by Silverback Juice

We can't be certain, but this vanilla e-juice, from Misthub, appears to take its namesake from the
1995 box office bomb Congo, which features a sign language-taught Silverback Gorilla named
Amy. We appreciated the reference, but it certainly didn't prepare us for the rich, deep taste the
vape provided. Full of toffee goodness and creamy peanut butter, but at Amy's core is the
sweet, vanilla you're craving.

VCT Bold E-Juice by Ripe Vapes

VCT Bold E-Juice by Ripe Vapes

Sometimes, you just need a stronger hit. VCT Bold, from misthub, doesn't mess around,
delivering a strong blend of tobacco clouded with the smooth, velvety vanilla to let it slide right
down your throat. There's no better balance on the market.

Vanilla Bean by Nitro's Cold Brew

Vanilla Bean by Nitro's Cold Brew

Sometimes, you just need to go straight to the source. Inspired by the scent of a ripe vanilla
flower plucked from the fields then coated lightly with caramel, Vanilla Bean from vaping.com is
a delightfully organic-tasting vanilla vape that tickles your taste buds all the way down. There's
something some homespun and familiar about the glassic, organic flavor of rich, cheerful
vanilla, and this vape embodies it perfectly.

https://www.misthub.com/collections/e-juice/products/amy-e-juice-by-silverback-juice
https://www.misthub.com/collections/e-juice/products/vct-bold-e-juice-by-ripe-vapes
https://vaping.com/nitros-cold-brew-vanilla-bean-100ml


French Vanilla E-Juice

This flavor from Central Vapors perfectly accompanies any mocha or cappuccino of your
choosing to start your morning. It's also ideal right after a French Toast, enhancing the vanilla
extract without overwhelming your sense. Certainly more of a morning vanilla e-juice, it's sure to
brighten the rest of your day.

Yogi Vanilla Tobacco E-Liquid

Possibly one of the most original vanilla e-juices out there is this fantastic,
straight-from-the-roots offering from Vaporfi. Made from sweet vanilla flavoring and robust
tobacco, with just a hint of honey that leaves the same taste in your mouth as a fine, breafast
granola bar. And like the healthy treat, it gives you the right boost you need to get your day
started.

Vanilla Custard by Monster E-Liquids

We're always a little skeptical when a flavor claims to mimic the rich, intricate delicacies of a
desert treat. How can a vapor fully embody the complex taste of expensive fine treats? Color us
surprised, because Vanilla Custard from Directvapor manages to walk the many fine lines of
flavor to create just the hints, the whisps and the overall sense of a cake or ice cream. But
what's particularly delightful is the sense you've just had a gourmet meal, without the heaviness
or weight gain you'll wind up feeling guilty about later.

Vanilla Papaya Almond Milk by Milk Drop

This unique blend from ejuiceconnect is not one we anticipated, but were delighted to find its
complex, grainy mix of almonds plucked from the orchard and milky vanilla flavor to be as
refreshing as it is curious. For soy drinkers, the lactose-intolerant and vegans know the
pleasures of almond milk, so it's nice to have an option that caters to such discerning vapers.

https://www.centralvapors.com/french-vanilla-e-juice/
https://www.ejuices.com/products/yogi-eliquid-vanilla-tobacco-yogi
https://www.directvapor.com/vanilla-custard-by-monster-e-liquids-100ml/
https://www.ejuiceconnect.com/Vanilla-Papaya-Almond-Milk-Drop-by-Virtue-Vape-p/vanilla-papaya-almond-milk-dro.htm

